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2023 Roadmap for SAF

Completed by Allan, Goldman, Tauvette

Available at:

https://c-saf.ca/download/2203/?tmstv=1685964275
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Key elements of the roadmap

Target – 1 billion litres by 2030, 50% of which (they estimate) can be met by 

current, active projects

This represents 10% of anticipated jet fuel use in 2030 (10 B l)

Canada has estimated biomass supply to support 7-10 B l of production
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Planned facilities with SAF capacity (present, future)
Facility Renewable Diesel Estimated SAF

Braya
(Come by Chance, NL)

~980 M lpy (soybean/corn oil) ~140 M lpy

Tidewater 
(Prince George, BC)

~165 M lpy (soy, canola, tallow) ~25 M lpy

Covenant 
(Lloydminster, SK)

~275 M lpy (HDRD canola) (2026) ~40 M lpy

ReFuel
(Toronto, ON)

~165 M lpy (Topsoe Hydroflex) (20??) ~25 M lpy

Green Energy Transformation
(Calgary, AB)

~360 M lpy (HDRD, various) (20??) ~55 M lpy

SAF+ 
(Montreal, PQ)

(E-SAF process, 300,000 Mt CO2 py) (20??) ~30 M lpy
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Key policy components to support SAF in Canada

1. SAF to generate credits in low carbon fuel standard

2. Production incentives for SAF

3. Waive carbon tax on SAF that meets minimum carbon intensity

4. Federal procurement of SAF
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1. SAF to generate credits

Canada’s Clean Fuel Standard (2022)

has provisions to allow SAF to 

generate carbon credits

The CFS is designed to bring carbon 

intensity in liquid fuels down over 

time, to 15% below 2016 levels by 

2030 (= 26 Mt reduction in CO2e)
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2. Production incentives for SAF

Right now, no incentives

Strong push to create incentives in

Budget 2024 but no success

Strong possibility of new Federal

government in 2024 or 2025
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3. Waive carbon tax on SAF

Draft regulations exist which would 

exempt SAF from carbon tax

However, even with exemption, the

cost of aviation fuel is likely to reduce

passenger volumes

Deep analysis shows that carbon 

taxes collected on aviation fuels

could be used to help support SAF

deployment (Zheng, 2024)
https://theicct.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/ID-134-%E2%80%93-Aviation-Canada_final.pdf
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4. Federal procurement of SAF
Government of Canada working to 

achieve net-zero operations by 2050

The low-carbon fuel procurement

program (LCFPP) has C$134.9 M 

between 2023-2031 to support

purchase of low-carbon fuels,

including SAF
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Final thoughts

The need for policy action in Canada is strong; without major incentives, 

unlikely to see major SAF production levels by 2030

The number of projects currently in the pipeline are not enough to meet 

even 10% of projected Canadian fuel demand

Not enough analysis on biomass supply and competing uses for the 

feedstocks to ensure that future needs can be met
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